Introduction
The development of novel textile composite reinforcements changes from excessive production and analysis processes to an all-virtual development chain. The textile product can be regarded in dependence of the yarn construction and the process parameters. The resulting mechanical values can be analysed by virtual tests and optimisation steps can be carried out on a virtual level. The trend of virtual engineering of textile products is due to reduction of costs and development time for new products. For the structural and mechanical analysis of textiles, mostly representative unit cells (RUCs) are used. The periodic construction of most textiles allows the analysis of the structure and the mechanical behaviour on these small units. The geometry of the textile structure mainly depends on the used yarn material and the production parameters. Virtual methods enable examination of the structure in dependence of the production parameters and examination of the mechanical behaviour in dependence of the textile structure without manufacturing the actual textile product. This can be considered as the main advantage in the development chain of textile products. In the last decade, numerical drape simulations have increasingly been used to predict the textile's ability to form into a complex three-dimensional shape [1] . Here, the textile mechanical behaviour is used as input data for the simulations and also as fundamental for comparing different textile materials. This is only one field of application that shows the excessive use of textile mechanical parameters. For performing virtual tests or other simulations on these RUCs, the correct cell geometry has to be known. The specific geometry of fabrics can be obtained from mathematical approaches or experimental tests, like microscopic or microtome analyses. Accurate results depend on the geometric description, correct boundary conditions and the yarn model, which is mostly a continuum approach [2] . The yarn material used, the yarnto-yarn friction and the textile bonding structure cause the resulting fabric rigidities and their non-linearities. Classic RUCs are traditionally built up by mathematical approaches. Initial penetrations are avoided for a robust simulation. The constructed RUCs based on mathematical assumptions can be seen rather as approximations than as realistic images of the unit cell geometry. Due to the multi-scale nature of textile structures, simulations can be carried out on different levels of objectivity. Depending on the structural level, textiles can be regarded as a continuum material on the macro-level [3] . Textiles can also be analysed on the yarn level, which is denoted as the meso-level. Here, yarns and their geometric bound are mostly described explicitly with a continuum approach for the yarn mechanics. As most yarns in technical textiles are multifilament yarns and made of thousands of filaments, the simulation could also be carried out on the micro-level. Here, simulation techniques are required that allow a discretization of a technical multifilament yarn into this large number of filaments. A representation of each filament by solid elements, and additionally with more than one element representing the cross-section, is very intensive due to the computational costs. Such examinations are only reasonable when there is the need for analysing the cross-sectional deformation of the filaments, as done by Nilakantan [4] . Otherwise, simplifications of the yarn mechanics can be made. The digital element approach was introduced for textile simulation purposes [5] . This approach will be used in this paper for a near micro-scale resolution of the used multifilament yarns. The use of digital elements is very suitable for examination of cross-sectional deformations [6], which will be analysed here. This paper deals with the construction of several RUCs composed of digital elements. These elements allow a near micro-scale resolution of technical highperformance multifilament yarns, which makes them predestined for structural analysis. The introduced method for the unit cell generation was already introduced by Döbrich and colleagues
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Materials
The examination for this paper was done for a plain woven fabric and leno woven fabrics. These two different textile constructions mainly differ in the kind of the yarn construction. Whereas the yarns in the plain woven fabric cross each other at every point of intersection, the yarns in the leno woven fabric are straight aligned but bound together by a binding warp yarn. Both examined textiles were composed of technical E-glass multifilament yarns. The characteristics of the used materials are presented in Tables 1 and 2 .
[7] for a continual multifilament yarn model. The process of virtually generating the geometry of different fabrics will be performed in dependence of their production parameters to analyse the resulting structure and geometry in dependence of these parameters. These investigations enable examination of the structural geometry and mechanical properties in a complete virtual methodology. The results of the virtual generation process were compared with the real textile structure of the examined fabrics. The result of this novel method was a unit cell model with an excellent initial yarnto-yarn contact behaviour, accurate frictional effects and initial pre-stresses as well as complexly deformed cross-sections of the embedded multifilament yarns. The introduced technique was able to deliver RUC geometries from textiles, which were excellent for predicting the textile´s mechanical behaviour by virtual mechanical tests. In this paper, this method gets further 0.51% 0.92% 0.5 mm 0.925 mm elements were also used. A non-continuum approach was realised, which enabled a "near filament-level resolution" [13] . An initial geometry was built by pre-processing. The final woven geometry was obtained by a relaxation process, where the yarn cross-sections and the trace of the yarns adapt to achieve a static equilibrium. By applying a pre-tensile load to the yarns an initial impulse is generated to change the yarn geometry. The obtained geometry contains compressed yarns due to contact. The contact forces are due to the pretension. It is possible that the amount of forces used for pretensioning the initial configuration has only a negligible effect on the resulting geometry. However, the resulting contact forces are not realistic due to the freely chosen value for the pre-tensile forces.
The digital element approach
Digital elements are simplified beam elements, which are pinjointed to build an element-chain. They were firstly referenced by Wang and Sun in 2001 [5] . This simulation technique was already introduced for textile structure simulations. Digital elements are characterised by a reduced stiffness matrix, K, as: (1) where E is the Young´s modulus and A is the cross-sectional area of an element-chain. According to Wang and Sun [5] , the values of the occupied terms G are not to be regarded as the classical stiffness matrix terms. Every term has to be "a large positive value" [5] . Additional terms are added to the matrix to prevent singularity. Another assumption is the pin-jointed connection between the elements. The bending stiffness of a single filament is negligible. Therefore, a pin-joint assumption is a consequent simplification. The digital elements are not as cost extensive as normal beam elements, which has benefits in large models with a multitude of interacting filaments. Zhou et al.
[6] introduced multi-chain digital elements in 2003. These chains are bundles of single filament models to represent multifilament yarns. These yarns consist of hundreds of single filaments. Discretizing a single yarn into these hundreds of single filaments is unusual due to the large amount of interactions, the enormous pre-processing effort and, thus, the high computational costs. Miao et al. [14] examined the amount of digital chains that is necessary for a multifilament yarn discretization. Miao et al. showed that there is no need in discretizing a multifilament yarn with the exact number of existing filaments. The number of element-chains rather has to be merely large enough to provide "sufficient accuracy" [14] . For braiding simulations, satisfactory results were achieved with the usage of 19 chains per yarn. A weaving simulation delivered accurate results by using 50-70 chains per yarn [14] . Thus, the multi-chain digital element models are beneficial for modelling multifilament yarns on a level of objectivity that is "near to filament" [14] .
Examination concerning the accurateness of the introduced method is done by comparing the actual shape of the yarns' cross section at different points with the solution of the generating process, which is explained in Section 5. A quantitative observation will be done by comparing the warp and weft yarn trace of the actual manufactured samples with the computed trace of the introduced method.
Techniques for generating unit cells from the state of the art

Mathematical approach
One of the mainly used approaches for setting up the structural dimensions of a woven unit cell is the mathematical approach.
Here, the traces of the yarns are determined by mathematical functions. Possibly the most referenced literature regarding this topic is from McBride and Chen [8] . They introduced equations for the description of the yarn trace in a plain woven fabric from geometrical relationships. These equations are commonly used for a geometrical description of a plain woven unit cell [9].
Microscopic and microtome optical analyses
Another more extensive approach for gaining information about the yarn alignments in a unit cell is by performing optical analysis on the examined materials. These approaches have the benefit that the dimensions and the geometry are reproduced directly from the actual textile, which makes it very accurate. The disadvantage is that there is the need for a sample of the examined material. The method of a microtome sectioning analysis was described by Rief et al. [10] . Slices of a resin embedded material were cut from the sample and two-dimensional images were taken from every slice. Image processing reproduced the three-dimensional structure of the examined material [10] . Another possibility is to examine the woven geometry by microscopic analysis, as Hivet and Boisse introduced [11] . The conditions are equal to the microtome analysis, which is explained before. Some important concerns are stated in the paper. It is known that the injection of a dry fabric with resin influences the observed sample. As seen from the resulting images, resin infiltrates the fabric and the filaments of the multi-filament yarn. Therefore, the results of a microtome or a microscopic measurement are not identical as for a dry fabric. This disadvantage is known but accepted for most examinations.
Generating unit cells of textile structures
Some other techniques for generating unit cell geometries, or at least substitution models, were introduced in the past. Tan et al.
[12] introduced a method to compound a woven unit cell out of micro-and macro-blocks [12] . Each block has another mechanical property, according to its position in the unit cell. A combination of these blocks results in a substitution continuum for predicting the mechanical values of fabrics. Wang et al. [13] presented an approach comparable with the one introduced in the current paper. Here, digital
Novel method for generating unit cells on a near microscale solution
As mentioned before, this method was already introduced by the author with a continual approach for the multifilament yarn mechanics [7] . The aim of the introduced method is to achieve a yarn configuration that equates the one of the examined textile in its static equilibrium. In this paper, the behaviour of the digital elements is analysed regarding this objective.
The benefit of the introduced method, rather than modelling the geometry from input data, is that the yarn is straight and stressless in the beginning of the simulation. Here, no strains are applied. Afterwards, the aligned yarn segments are forced to come up with the textiles' yarn construction by prescribed motions. Preliminary tests showed that the sequence of prescribed motions is secondary as long as the boundaries are correct; at least as the yarns' material model is purely elastic as it is for the examination in this study. Firstly, all geometric dimensions of the examined textiles have to be known. These parameters are the warp and weft density, the yarn crimp in every direction and the yarn dimension. Figure 1a) shows the initial alignment of the yarns before the unit cell construction begins. All contacts are disabled at this state because of the yarn penetrations. The unit cell borders are defined and correspond to the warp and weft densities previously determined by optical analysis. The borders are fixed and represent the boundaries for the symmetric conditions. The crimp of the yarns is also considered. After aligning the yarns, the boundaries of prescribed motion are disabled and reduced to a minimum required for realising the symmetry conditions. 
Results
As a result of the introduced method, accurate models of textile unit cells are achieved. The resulting unit cells consist of yarns that are under pre-strain and therefore under initial pre-stress. This enables the consideration of initial friction, which can be seen as a big advantage of this method. For the validation of this technique, the achieved models were compared with images of the actual textile. The traces of the yarns as well as the shapes of the multifilament yarn cross-sections were compared. Figure 2 shows the assessment of the plain woven unit cell model.
As an additional benefit, the introduced method enables examination of the textile structure in terms of the input parameters needed for performing the generating method. For example, by performing the same generation process with a varied parameter for the crimp, analyses in dependence of the yarn tension while manufacturing the structure can be performed. This is due to the fact that the structure achieved by this method results from a static equilibrium that takes the yarn stresses into account. Figure 3 shows the comparison of three different leno woven unit cell structures, as manufactured. In Figure 4a ), one of this unit cell models is shown separately and Figure 4b) shows the predicted change in the structure by using less yarn tension for the warp yarn and binding warp yarn while production. As a result of this, the crimp of the warp yarn increases. 
Conclusions
